This Profile describes the expectations our community believes are required of successful students who graduate from Carroll County Public Schools.

**Adaptive Learner**
- Practices a growth mindset
- Demonstrates mastery of academic skills
- Learns and uses technology
- Reflects on and uses feedback
- Assesses information and thinks through it critically

**Healthy Individual**
- Manages Emotions appropriately
- Makes positive choices for Physical Wellness
- Persists through difficulties
- Overcomes barriers
- Learns from experiences
- Resolves conflicts productively
- Reads, Writes, Speaks, and Listens effectively

**Compassionate Citizen**
- Embraces Diversity
- Respects themselves and others
- Engages in Civic Activities
- Demonstrates Personal Responsibility
- Possess positive Character traits

**Productive Contributor**
- Cooperates with others
- Initiates Creative Ideas and Solutions
- Models Positive Attitude and a Diligent Work Ethic